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Greetings from NACLI

constituencies in your annual constituency workplan process
with the aim to co-create shared understanding of the PA’s
strategic focus for Community 2020.

Dear Grassroots Leaders,

W

ell wishes for the New Year! We hope that 2017 has
been a fulfilling year for everyone.

At the recent Grassroots Seminar on 28 October 2017, NACLI
participated in the Marketplace of Best Practices where we
shared our milestone progress in delivering last mile P-G-P
and leadership capabilities at our ‘Learning Xchange’ booth.
Through the learning initiatives featured at our booth, we
aimed to highlight our efforts to provide targeted, timely and
relevant training and better engage learners at the individual
and team levels through various learning approaches.
We are pleased to share that our e-Learning initiative (PA
Learning Management System - PALMS) has also been
launched at the Grassroots Seminar Marketplace. In keeping
with technology and recognising that it can be challenging for
some grassroots leaders to attend training at the campus due
to work and personal commitments, our PALMS e-learning
platform enables you to learn anywhere, anytime and at your
own pace. Look out for more e-learning modules to be rolled
out in the coming months.
In support of the annual workplan cycle, NACLI has also
been facilitating the constituencies’ efforts to engage their
grassroots leaders in discussing the strategic deliverables
for the upcoming year. We look forward to supporting more

As part of our efforts to leverage technology and support a
more environmentally friendly community, this will be our last
printed issue of the NACLI Community Leadership Digest
and Training Calendar. In appreciation of your longstanding
support and for your ease in accessing the electronic copies
of the digest and training calendar moving ahead, we have
enclosed a fridge magnet (printed with the QR code linked
to our digital copies) together with this last printed issue of
our publication. We urge you to display the fridge magnet
prominently at your home or office so that you can download
copies of our publications conveniently. Do remember to
update your email addresses through your Constituency
Office to continue to receive the digest and training calendar
via emails as well.
Wishing you a purpose-filled 2018!

Tang Tung San (Ms)
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Brain Teaser

The question posted was:
What are the 7 skills of coaching that you will learn from the ‘Coaching in Action’
module?
The correct answers are:

in team development?

Submit your answers to nacli@pa.gov.sg by 30 April 2018 with the subject title, ‘NACLI Digest
Quiz’ and include your full name, NRIC, GRO designation and the constituency that you serve.
Five lucky winners will receive a limited edition NACLI Power Bank!
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1. Build Trust

The following winners will receive a limited edition
NACLI Power Bank!

3. Seek Strategic Clarity

2. Karine Muck, Executive Member, Punggol Coast CSC

2. Challenge Paradigms

WIN!

4. Execute Flawlessly

5. Give Effective Feedback
6. Tap into Talent

7. Move the Middle
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Thank you for your participation in the July 2017 ‘NACLI Digest Quiz’.

What are the four stages
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1. Chiang Ah Choo, Secretary, Jurong Spring CCC

3. Chinnu Chettiar Pandia Raj, Auditor, Mount Faber Zone B RC
4. Veena Kumari, Auditor, Siglap South WEC

5. Zukifli Bin Abu Bakar, Executive Member, Pioneer Zone 9 RC
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Feature Story

The use of IT-enabled apps and solutions enhanced the learning
experience of our GRLs in NACLI programmes. At the I.D.E.A.
XPRESS station, GRLs participated in an interactive learning
game of Kahoot! which facilitates their understanding on how to
effectively communicate government policies to their residents.

GRLs participating in a ‘Needs Finding’ activity which is
one of the key highlights of the course on “Designing
Engagement Initiatives (D.E.I.) with the Community”
wih the aim to better understand the needs
and aspirations of their residents.

Grassroots Seminar 2017:

Enabling Last Mile
P-G-P Capabilities

GRLs having first-hand experience of the PALMS
app during the Grassroots Seminar.

T

he Grassroots Seminar 2017 was held at The Singapore
Expo on 28 October 2017 with the aim to support and enable
the ground to actualise the People’s Association’s Community
2020 Masterplan strategic plans for Community 2020. Besides
a half-day Seminar, the event also featured a Marketplace
of Best Practices; showcasing various best practices from
the ground and PA’s enabling and capability building efforts
anchored on the theme of ‘My Neighbourhood’.

GRLs learning more about how to
deepen engagement with residents
through NACLI’s training videos.

At NACLI’s Marketplace booth titled ‘Enabling Last Mile
P-G-P Capabilities’, participants were given the opportunity
to learn more about the Institute’s targeted, timely and relevant
training approach and its new methodologies and learning
initiatives to better engage learners at both individual and
team levels. Grassroots leaders were also engaged in various
interactive learning activities through which they gained
more insights into NACLI’s core programmes that have been
designed to enable P-G-P capabilities at the ground.

GRLs experiencing a simulation of our Tunnel Cave
Maze teambuilding activity through Virtual Reality (VR)
technology.
GRLs also had the opportunity to experience The Community of Practice
(COP) where collective learning takes place through the exchange of
knowledge and best practices among participants.
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Feature Story

NACLI is going ‘e’!
K

een to attend NACLI courses but unable to find time to do so? We
have the perfect solution for you – NACLI is going ‘e’ with the PA
Learning Management System (PALMS)!
With PALMS, you can learn anywhere, anytime and at your own pace.
PALMS complements our existing capability development effort and
supports a blended learning approach.

Check out our first two e-learning modules, and stay tuned for more
in 2018! Log in to grassrootsconnect.org.sg to access PALMS or
download the PALMS app with your mobile devices now!

Play Store
(Android)
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App Store
(iOS)
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Course Teaser

Develop a Performing Team (Level 1)

Course Teaser

Annual Constituency Workplan (ACWP)

H

ow do you bring out the best in your teams
and enable them to perform at their fullest
potential?
NACLI’s
team
development
programme
is designed to equip intact grassroots
committees, particularly newly formed ones,
with the knowledge and skills to bring their team
performance to new heights.
Anchored on Bruce Tuckman’s 4 stages of
team development & Susan Wheelan’s key
characteristics of a performing team, the
programme will engage grassroots teams in
various experiential learning activities and
reflective processes through which they
will uncover the current stage of their team
development and learn to apply the 5 key
characteristics of a performing team to unleash
the team’s fullest potential.
Leverage the opportunity to learn, grow and
bond as a team by signing up for our “Develop a
Performing Team (1)” today!

T

he Annual Constituency Workplan (ACWP) is an important event where grassroots leaders
come together as a team to deliberate on and chart out their constituencies’ directions and
deliverables for the upcoming year. It is also a platform for them to strengthen bonds, share
ideas and co-create a common vision for the constituency.
NACLI provides consultancy and facilitation for ACWP sessions with the aim to support
constituencies in their work planning process and shared understanding of the PA’s strategic
directions and key focus areas for Community 2020. Through the facilitation process,
constituencies will be engaged in various learning activities, discussions, reflections and
sharing to achieve the desired outcomes of the workplan sessions.
Your ACWP can be conducted at either the NACLI campus or at your preferred location.
Contact us today for a purpose-filled ACWP!

Here’s what GRLs
have to say about a jointly organised
				ACWP with NACLI:
“ The activities conducted allowed us to get to know each other more and helped to bond
the committee by making us work together to achieve our goals ”
“Brainstorming segment was most useful as we learned how to share our ideas
more effectively with one another ”
Contact NACLI via your Constituency Director to register your interest for a constituency-based training for your constituency
(subject to availability of training slots).
8

“ Facilitators were very mindful of the needs of the learners and we were able to
achieve the desired outcomes”
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Course Teaser

		Engagement Tools

			

Happenings @ NACLI

for Community Bridging

Law for Community Leaders Programme Me And My Government - Me And My Family

29 July 2017

C

lueless on how to begin engaging your
residents and facilitate relationshipbuilding at your community activities and
events? Eager to learn how engagement
tools can spice up your community
events and be used to creatively bridge
the community?
Join us at our “Engagement Tools for
Community Bridging” course and uncover
how you can use simple ice breaker and
energiser activities to help residents
make friends and build bonds at your
community events.

NACLI Public Communication Series Are you tuned in, or have you been tuned out

Through this highly interactive and hands-on course, participants will learn to:

• Recognise the value of engagement tools in facilitating
improved outcomes at community events
• Plan and conduct a repertoire of engagement
activities using the tools learnt

Community Xchange Programme Jurong Spring Youth Programme - The Jurong Spring Experience

21 October 2017

Contact NACLI via your Constituency Director to register your interest for a constituency-based training for your constituency
(subject to availability of training slots). For open runs, please refer to the Training Calendar on page 4.
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15 July 2017

26 August 2017

NACLI Graduation

Community Toolkit

Community Toolkit
Complete this Community Learning Puzzle!
Scan and email it to nacli@pa.gov.sg by
30 April 2018 with the subject title, ‘CL
Puzzle’ and include your full name, NRIC,
GRO designation, and the constituency
that you serve.

Le a rn in g
Pu z z le

5 lucky winners will receive our
limited edition NACLI Goodie Bag!

Brain

Teaser

The puzzle below represents the passion and care that our grassroots leaders
put into serving the community. Well-networked as a volunteer movement,
everyone works closely together and in collaboration to bring about a Great
Home and a Caring Community for Singapore!

Complete this brain teaser! Scan
and email it to nacli@pa.gov.sg by
30 April 2018 with the subject title,
‘CL Brain Teaser’ and include your
full name, NRIC, GRO designation,
and the constituency that you serve.

5 lucky winners

will
receive our limited edition
NACLI memorabilia!

Instructions
In the picture within two
dozen tangled hearts, there
are exactly four pairs of
interlinked hearts.
Can you find these pairs?

DOWN
2. In the “Engagement Tools for Community
Bridging” course, GRLs will learn how to use
simple ice breaker and ________ activities to help
residents make friends and build bonds at your
community events.
3. NACLI’s team ________ programme is designed
to equip intact grassroots committees, particularly
newly formed ones, with the knowledge and skills
to bring their team performance to new heights.

Congratulations to our 5 lucky winners from
the July 2017 issue!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lee Heok Liang David,
Executive Member, Jalan Senang NC
Tay Yiang Ping,
Member, Cairnhill CCMC
Lim Siang Huay,
Vice-Chairman, Clementi Heights RC
Yeo Eng King Garic,
Auditor, Hwi Yoh CCMC
Banu d/o Kutubudeen,
Executive Member, Pasir Ris Zone 9 RC

4. “Stage 3: Norming” is one of the stages of team
development where team members will ________
roles and procedures.
6. The Grassroots Seminar 2017 was held with
the aim to support and ________ the ground to
actualise the People’s Association’s Community
2020 Masterplan strategic plans for Community
2020.
7. PALMS complements our existing capability
development effort and supports a ________
learning approach.

1. As part of our efforts to leverage ________
and support a more environmentally friendly
community, this will be our last printed issue of the
NACLI Community Leadership Digest and Training
Calendar.
5. The ACWP is when GRLs come together to
deliberate on and chart out their constituencies’
directions and ________ for the upcoming year.

ACROSS
8. NACLI’s booth at the Grassroots seminar
was titled, ‘Enabling Last Mile P-G-P ________’.
Participants were given the opportunity to
learn more about the Institute’s targeted, timely
and relevant training approaches and its new
methodologies.
9. Through the ACWP ________ process with
NACLI, constituencies will be engaged in various
learning activities, discussions, reflections and
sharing to achieve the desired outcomes of the
workplan sessions.
*Answers can be found throughout the Digest.
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Congratulations to our
5 lucky winners from
the July 2017 issue!

1. Tang Mei Kuen, Executive Member, Jalan Loyang Besar NC
2. Subramaniam s/o Ramasamy, Vice-Chairman, Chong Pang CC
3. Gunjan Sureshchandra Gupta, Executive Member, Marine Crescent Gardens RC
4. Tan Siok Kuan, Executive Committee, Nanyang/Yunnan NC
5. Yong Teh Sheng, Vice-Chairman, Watten NC
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